**Sporeprint colors using Pantone™ colors** (color chip numbers indicated - all MC. Species used indicated if recorded)

Note: Colors are dependent on the accuracy of the method used to display them and have been found to vary widely from the "truth". Do not depend on colors in print or on a monitor without checking against original color chips.
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Sporeprint colors - Notes
(a work in progress)

The spore color swatches on the following pages were obtained by matching well-made spore prints with Pantone color swatches and then translating those colors via Photoshop to the color figures included on these pages.

Original assessment was done using daylight. Comparison of the colors on my iMac screen (color calibrated) to the same Pantone swatches shows the original reference swatches to be a bit lighter than the screen swatches. Printed versions will vary as well.

Comparison of these file swatches with each other, however they are displayed, does give a good impression of the subtle differences in hues between colors represented by these commonly used color terms.
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